The second paragraph on p. 6 should be replaced with the following material:
If hadrons are composite,as indicated by the recent SLAC deep inelastic electron nucleon scattering measurements, then they will interact simply by the interchange of their constituents--just as electron interchange provides a force in elastic atom-atom scattering.
In the special case of the quark model, two protons can scatter through the interchange of a single n or p quark. In fact we shall argue that in the region of large energy and momentum transfer, where coherent regge effects may be small, such interchange interactions are the dominant hadronic force. Thus the large s , t , and u dependence of exclusive scattering processes is determined by the bound state wave function at small distances.
In our calculations we utilize the fact that the form factors determine this short distance behavior of the bound state wave function as well as its dominant spin structure. Drell and Yan' have shown that the threshold behavior of the deep inelastic structure function F2(m) is determined by this same region of the wave function.
The interchange force leads to an asymptotic fixed angle cross section which contains six factors of the elastic form factor, rather than four as in the Wu-Yang model. 2 In addition the interchange theory predicts that the ratio of the differential cross section to its value at 90 degrees is a universal function of z =coseCM for large t and u. This model also predicts quite different angular distributions for processes which should look the same in the WuYang model, such as K+p and K-p, and that there should be a striking difference in the energy dependence of the 90" cross sections of photon processes relative to their corresponding vector meson analogues.
In this paper we introduce a natural formalism for covariant bound state computations utilizing old fashioned perturbation theory3 in the infinite momentum frame. We illustrate the technique and its advantages by considering the GE 
qp = 2p ( qtuz ,T 1' o> q2 = -7-2 = -2q*p, and the theory is defined in a limiting frame where P-infinity.
The onshell intermediate particle momenta are parameterized as
The bound state wave function $~,(c~) in Eq. 1 describes the breakup of the composite system into an elementary parton constituent and the remaining core 5 which we treat as a single particle. The core represents the combined effect of the remaining constituents. Generally we may write I$~ as $,Fl) = cg -Sac + i .#@ (Sa,) where the two particle invariant mass Sac is given by 
The vertex function, Q,, reduces to a coupling constant in the case of a lowest
The function N+(x) is given by
The fact that $ depends only on the covariant variable S guarantees that N GQ is a smooth function of x and that the Drell Yan threshold relation, G(x) = (1 -x)2n-1 for x -1, is satisfied. 6
The inclusion of spin is straightforward.
If we assume that the proton is a bound state of a spin l/2 parton and a spin 1 core (with yP coupling), then we obtain the scaling law: GM-GE for large t. 7 The dipole behavior of the form factor results if 3 (S) = Sm3. If the core has both spin 1 and spin 6 components (as is natural in the quark model) with the same wave function behavior, then the asymptotic scaling relation is unchanged.
We turn now to a consideration of the scattering of two bound states, The interchange mechanism leads ,in general, to three different graph topologies. These are shown in Fig. lb which also shows that the ut topology must, in general, be symmetrized with respect to the role of the partons and cores. This is also true of I the st and su topologies. In the case of pp scattering only the last two diagrams contribute when one uses the valence quark model assignments for the constituents,
i.e. , the parton can only be a p or an n quark and the remaining core must have the quantum numbers of pn or pp respectively. For simplicity, we will continue to use the quark model as a guide, but our results are true in many other models as well.
As an example we give the result for the tu diagram using the labelling of (9) where the transverse vectors TL and CL satisfy T . CL = 0, u = -Tfi", -2 8 and t = -q, .
Surprisingly,the familiar energy denominator, A = EI + E2 -Ea -Eb -EC -Ed, appears in the numerator. It is given by
For proton-proton scattering the asymptotic behavior is
With the inclusion of spin which leads to additional spin or kinematic factors under the integral sign, 9 the final asymptotic result for p-p scattering is 
The g's are slowly varying functions of z for z2 not near 1. Hst, which in the present case has only a small imaginary part, is similar in magnitude to
Hut for all z > 0 . -This, of course, tells us that the 7r'p cross section should be roughly equal to the 7r-p cross section in this region. The ut terms, however, dominate for sufficiently negative z and lead to a rising cross section there.
In Fig. 3a we have plotted the 90" 7r-p cross section12 and conclude that it falls approximately as s -8 , requiring P = 1 (Q, N S -3/2 for spin l/2 constituents).
In Fig. 3b we have plotted R-(z) as calculated from the experimental data available at three different energies. Again it is certainly consistent with an energy independent universal function of z which is very much like that predicted using Eq. 13. The asymmetrical behavior of R(z) around z=O is' due primarily to the different asymptotic behavior of the pion and nucleon wave functions, which breaks the symmetry of the ut term, and to the intrinsic asymmetry of the st term. st ut The overlain curve is calculated by setting g = g .
A similar analysis can be made for K*p scattering.
Using the quark model assignments the exotic reaction K'p has only a ut term while K-p has only an st contribution.
If the K form factor falls at the same rate as the 7r-form factor, then the energy dependence is the same as for the 7rp case. K+p should be relatively flat when compared to the K-p cross section; the latter should have no enhancement for z near -1, (until one reaches the exotic backward peak), while having the same forward peaking as the former. The 5 GeV data 13 indicates that this is indeed the case, but higher energy data is required before a meaningful comparison can be made in a region without regge effects. (In some sense the mere presence of a nonexotic backward peak in K+p demands that the above contrast be present.) In addition, the interchange theory predicts that the K+p amplitude is real while the K-p amplitude is almost purely real, and that the K'p cross section should be somewhat larger than K-p at 90 0 14 .
In the parton model, the photon couples in a point-like fashion to the hadronic constituents.
Thus photon processes will fall more slowly in energy than their corresponding vector meson analogues when the interchange mechanism dominates . For example the differential cross section for photo pion production at 90' is predicted to fall as s -13/2 (f or spin l/2 partons), whereas the cross section for 7fp -pp at t = u is predicted to fall at least as fast as s -8 , if the p form factors fall at least as fast as the pion form factor. Comparison of these reactions at large energy and angle is a crucial test of the validity of this model and the existence of a point-like coupling of the photon. 15
So far we have made little use of the selection rules imposed by the valence quark model assignments for the hadronic parton and core constituents. Some additional predictions are for instance that pp and np elastic scattering cross sections should become identical at large energy and angle. In particular n-p should become symmetric about 90'. In addition both receive contributions only from ut diagrams which are purely real; hence neither should exhibit any polarization in this region. In comparison 6 -p which receives contributions purely from the st topology should exhibit some polarization and be strongly skewed in favor of z 2 0, although for fixed z it should fall in s at the same rate as p-p (s -12 ).
In general the meson nucleon interactions receive contributions from both st and ut topologies but always in a well defined ratio. The angular dependence away from 90' can be different from process to process (though some are 0 identical; e. g. , 7r p -7r"p: r] p -VP: rlP -?'r+n = 3: 1: ain the amplitudes) but all fall with the same s -8 power. For "charge exchange" reactions such as 7r-p -Ton the st and ut terms enter with opposite signs, unlike the elastic scattering cases, so that one could expect the charge exchange reactions to be up to an order of magnitude smaller at 90'. In general those meson nucleon interactions which receive contributions from st topologies could be expected to exhibit some polarization, although estimates tend to indicate that the imaginary part of the st contribution is always small compared to its real part.
Certain of the kaon reactions, e. g. , K+-p, receive no st contributions and should not exhibit polarization.
We also note that if the yfl coupling of the spin 1 core of the nucleons is present, then asymptotically one should see helicity conservation in the meson nucleon interactions, total helicity conservation in p-p scattering, but helicity should not be conserved in y-p -n-p at large angles. In the case of P-P -. p-p, helicity should again be conserved.
Finally, measurements of the process p-p -+ n A* can be used to determine the A wave function and to check the zero polarization prediction for such a process at large s, t and u. In general, any quasi-two-body reaction will yield new information concerning the wave function of the produced particle and its constituents.
I
In conclusion, we have presented a particularly simple explanation of large s, large angle scattering which agrees quite well with the existing data.
It provides, via systematic comparison of relative normalizations, energy and angle dependencies, a unique opportunity to determine the wave functions of the hadrons and the properties, e. g. , quantum numbers and spin, of their constituents.
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5. We disregard loerithmic modifications throughout the paper. 
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For the spinless-case Eq. 11 gives the same s-dependence with the z dependence given by f(z) (1 -z~)-~. Thus spin effects can alter the angular dependence.
We have also examined the effects of absorption on the basic interchange interaction.
Since absorption has a much larger range than the interchange force, its main effect is to change the normalization without affecting the energy or angular prediction. 3a.
Log-log plot of da/dt at 90' vs. s for n-p scattering. 
